Celebrating Our Week
Infants— Looking back at last week
Reception
have been reading wonderful stories by
Judith Kerr and conducted a book review of their favourite
story. In Maths they enjoyed adding and subtracting their
peers as they got on or off their magical train. KS1 have
completed their work on place value and done some
super assessments. We have explored non-fiction texts
about sea creatures and created signs, labels, headings,
captions and maps with keys. We compared the lives of
Queen Victoria and Queen Elizabeth II and learned about
the rise and fall of the British empire. We found out about
the effects that global warming are having on our planet.
Infants—Looking forward to next week
Reception are in for a treat as a tiger is
coming for
tea! In Maths they will be partitioning numbers to 10 by
putting sheep into the correct pen and forming a number
sentence for their results. The infants will be working on
addition and subtraction, using place value skills. They
will be exploring non-fiction features of texts. The Queen
Elizabeth work will be completed by looking at the
development of the Commonwealth and the upcoming
Commonwealth Games in Birmingham. Pupils will be
thinking of ways to reduce and reuse some of our waste
to help to conserve the Earth.
Lower Juniors looking back at last week
Y3&4 have produced some great
balanced arguments on ‘Should Jim leave the
workhouse?’ In Handwriting, we have been working on
letter formation, presentation and personal style. We
have started to write up our Science investigations based
on friction, including creating an equipment list, prediction
and method. In Maths, we have been looking at addition
missing number problems.
Lower Juniors looking forward to next week
We are starting a new piece of writing
exploring the recent events of Jim’s escape. We will plan,
write and edit a newspaper report that describes the
events both for and after Jim’s escape. In Maths, we are
going to move onto subtraction and use the rule of
inverse to solve different questions. In Science, we will
look at which materials are magnetic and which are not.
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Upper Juniors looking back at last week
We have
been exploring the artist William Morris
and using the iPads and computers to produce work in
the style of his art. We have been busy finding out about
different Industrial Revolution inventions from each
other, and then using these facts to produce a very
informative piece of Topic work. In Maths we have been
focusing on addition and subtraction and we have been
planning our own animations in Computing.
Upper Juniors looking forward to next week
We look forward to carrying out our
experiment to do with friction next week – we will be
testing various materials on the Infant scooter wheels
and deciding which would make the best brake pads.
After reading more of our text ‘Street Child’, we are
going to write a balanced argument to debate whether
Jim should escape from the workhouse or not. We will
start work on multiplication and division in Maths.
Best Work of the Week was awarded to William,
Paddy, Sophia, Walter, Ella, Isla, Leah, Edie, Mia,
Fiorella and Lilly

House Points
Haddon - 97
Riber— 106

What’s on next week
Mon 11th
Tues 12th
Weds 13th

Chatsworth— 82
House Points Prize Winners—
Isabella & Matthew

Thurs 14th
Fri 15th

Individual Violin Lessons
TAG rugby 10—3 Highfields Lumsdale selected children
only. Please provide packed lunch.
Y3/4 PE. Please come dressed in PE kits
Juniors Primary Sports Evening 3:45pm Highfields
Lumsdale
Y5/6 Swimming
Juniors music lessons. Infants and Y5/6 PE. Please
come dressed in PE kits

Sports Fixtures and Results
PE Stars of
the Week

Primary Sports Evening Session 3
Cricket and parachute team work

Orla,
Lucas &
Joseph

Safiya,
Haris &
Caitlyn

Don’t forget the Juniors TTRS girls –v
boys battle taking place this week. The
battle finishes next Wednesday after
school.
Wider Opportunities Music lessons
Junior children are preparing to play the violin, this
years musical instrument choice for lessons

Ella &
Thomas

